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FIG. 1
The 5 part process: A Traffic Stop
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FIG.4

Basic Flow Chart/ Using Standard Uniform Citation
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FIG.5

Basic Flow Chart / Using Administrative Tickets
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FIG.6

Automated citation/notice processing system
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LAW LIBRARY
11-503 55 Reckless driving
11-50510 squealing or screeching tires
11-601(a) 1D Speeding too fast for
conditions

11-6D1(b)(01) 5 1-10 mph above limit

11-601(b)(O3)1511-14 mph above limit
11-601(b)(05)2015-25 mph above limit
11-601(b)(07) 50 Over 25 mph above limit
11-601(b)(08) 50 26-29 mph above limit
11-601(b)(09) 50 Over 29 mph above limit
11-605 20 Exceeding the maximum
speed limit in a school zone

11-605(a) 20 Exceeding speed limit in
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FIXED AND MOBILE VIDEO TRAFFIC
ENFORCEMENT
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

[0001] US. provisional patent application 61/138,331 ?led
Dec. 17, 2008.
STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY
SPONSORED RESEARCH

[0002] Not Applicable.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] This invention relates to the issuance of speeding
tickets and tickets for other traf?c laW violations; and, more
particularly, to a method that alloWs the police to more

violators, not only Would streets be made safer, but a city’s
income from tickets Would also substantially increase.
BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
[0008] The present invention is directed to a system and
method that provides a police of?cer the ability to capture, at
the touch of a screen, many types of tra?ic violations (an
“event”) observed using one or more strategically located
video speed cameras. In response to an event, one of three

types of notices can be issued: the standard uniform citation,
Which carries a ?ne; a Warning such as the customary Written
Warning; and, a reminder notice Which is the equivalent of a
customary verbal Warning that focuses on safety and driver
education. Having all three types of notices available alloWs
the of?cer to continue his customary roll of both enforcer and
educator.

[0009] Importantly, the system is speci?cally designed to
not only function Within the frameWork of existing statutes
that maintain the traditional recording and reporting of the

number of tickets accumulated, etc., along With the points

A major function of police departments is to enforce

normally applied, or other consequences, but also has the
?exibility to function With neWer types of administrative tick
eting processes noW being used.
[0010] The system is programmed to process the event by
Way of the of?cer selecting it from a list of events displayed on
a touch screen accessed by the of?cer. The program incorpo

the tra?ic laWs of a city or municipality. This includes not

rates a database of state and local motor vehicle laWs. When

only stopping and issuing tickets to those driving in excess of

the of?cer selects the event, the program automatically ?lls in
the relevant statute or code for the violation, the correct legal

quickly issue tickets for detected violations thereby enabling
the police to issue more tickets Within a given period as Well

as provide better enforcement of tra?ic laWs, and generate
more revenue for municipalities.

[0004]

posted speed limits, but also apprehending people driving
recklessly, running stop signs, not properly signaling turns or

language describing the violation, and a base ?ne assessed for

lane changes, etc. Since most of these violations, While sig
ni?cant, do not require that the driver of the vehicle be
arrested and jailed, the typical action taken against them is the

that violation. If the violation merits an increased ?ne, the

system automatically adds the appropriate increased amount
to the base ?ne. Driver’s license and vehicle information is

issuance of a ticket Which Will result in them paying a mon

also automatically ?lled in. The of?cer has the ability to

etary ?ne to the city.
[0005] Enforcing traf?c laWs takes a signi?cant amount of

override the issuance of a citation and indicate that only a
Warning or reminder notice be sent to the offender. The cita

time. As shoWn in FIG. 1, the conventional process involves
deployment of a police of?cer Who ?rst observes occurrence

of a tra?ic violation (an “event”). Having observed the event,
the of?cer must then pursue and stop the vehicle. Having
caught the offender, the of?cer must noW issue a ticket to the

driver of the vehicle. Once the offender has been given the
ticket and released to go on their Way, the of?cer noW rede

ploys and starts looking for another offender.
[0006] This process is time consuming. A study by the

Portland, Oregon Police Department found that during the
above described process, Which represents about one hour of

activity; the issuance of a ticket, including actually Writing the
ticket, takes, on average, only 5-7 minutes. The remaining
time is spent ?rst, in observing the event, and then pursuit, and
redeployment after Writing the ticket. Accordingly, a police
of?cer is typically able to issue only betWeen 1-2 tickets an
hour. This, in turn, means many offenders are able to avoid

being caught and ticketed because police o?icers are other

Wise engaged in pursuing motorists, ticketing those drivers,
and redeploying. By redesigning the process FIG. 2, as
described hereinafter, this time can be used to produce greater
results.

[0007] It Will be understood that besides the safety aspects
of stopping and ticketing people Who are breaking the speed
limit or otherWise violating traf?c laWs, the revenue from
issuing tickets represents a signi?cant revenue source to
many municipalities. This means that if police of?cers Were
provided a better, more ef?cient Way to identify and ticket

tion, Warning or reminder notice is saved in the system for

further processing and subsequent mailing. The system trans
mits citation, Warning, and reminder notice data to servers for
both a municipal department Which collects the ?nes, and the

police department’s tra?ic division, for inclusion in their
respective databases. This reduces subsequent paperWork,
and data entry processing, saving administrative time and
expense.
[0011] Whether a citation, Warning, or reminder notice is

issued, the system and method of the invention signi?cantly
expand the area of coverage of a police of?cer in monitoring
traf?c and detecting violations, and alloWs the of?cer to issue
more citations, Warnings, or reminders Within a given time
period than is noW possible. This makes the of?cer more
e?icient and potentially increases revenue because of the
issuance of more citations. More importantly, it makes drivers
more conscious of their actions and promotes vehicular

safety.
[0012] Other objects and features of the invention Will be in
part apparent or in part pointed out hereinafter.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL
VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS
[0013] The objects of the invention are achieved as set forth

in the illustrative embodiments shoWn in the draWings Which
form a part of the speci?cation.
[0014] FIG. 1 is a How chart of a ?ve (5) part process

currently used by police to apprehend tra?ic laW offenders
and issue citations;
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[0015] FIG. 2 is a How chart ofa tWo (2) part process ofhoW
tra?ic laW offenses are detected using the system and method

of the present invention;
[0016] FIG. 3 illustrates a representative deployment of the

system;
[0017]

FIG. 4 is a How chart of hoW citations are issued and

?nes paid in accordance With the system and method of the

[0031]

Camera #6ihead or helmet camera Worn by the

of?cer.
[0032]

The cameras can be used alone, or in combination

With each other, or With other types of detection including
radar and lasers.
[0033] The system is a Wireless, self-contained system and
the video imagery obtained from each camera is transmitted

administrative tickets;

via a Wireless system, including antennas, to a command
vehicle manned by a police of?cer and used as described
hereinafter. Thus, While some o?icers continue to pursue and
stop offenders as the need arises, the of?cer in the command

[0019]

vehicle effectively enlarges the police department’s “foot

present invention;
[0018]

FIG. 5 is a How chart similar to that of FIG. 4 for

FIG. 6 is a How chart illustrating the use of remind

ers, Warnings, and citations notices;
[0020]

FIG. 7 illustrates a 4-Way split screen monitor used

by police for detecting events;
[0021]

FIG. 8 illustrates use of a RevieW/Edit screen feature

of the monitor; and,
[0022] FIG. 9 illustrates a LaW Library screen feature of the
monitor.
[0023] Corresponding reference characters indicate corre

sponding parts throughout the several vieWs of the draWings.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

print” even though he does not move about the area. It Will be
understood by those skilled in the art that as additional cam
eras and capabilities are employed, the system becomes even
more dynamic

[0034] Once in place, the system alloWs for constant moni
toring of the traf?c environment. Transmitting of remote
monitoring is done at loW resolution While target events are
saved at the scene in high resolution automatically or on
command. The of?cer in the command vehicle saves the

video imagery related to speci?c events (violations) at the
touch of a screen. This then alloWs him to subsequently recall
events (using a touch screen capability or push of a button)
and process the violations, even While on the move from one

[0024]

The folloWing detailed description illustrates the

invention by Way of example and not by Way of limitation.
This description clearly enables one skilled in the art to make

and use the invention, and describes several embodiments,
adaptations, variations, alternatives and uses of the invention,
including What is presently believed to be the best mode of
carrying out the invention. Additionally, it is to be understood
that the invention is not limited in its application to the details
of construction and the arrangement of components set forth

in the folloWing description or illustrated in the draWings. The
invention is capable of other embodiments and of being prac
ticed or carried out in various Ways. Also, it Will be under

stood that the phraseology and terminology used herein is for
the purpose of description and should not be regarded as

limiting.
[0025] In accordance With the invention, and as shoWn in
FIG. 3, some police o?icers may be deployed as they cur
rently are to monitor tra?ic and stop and ticket those violating
tra?ic laWs. HoWever, the present invention provides a remote
monitoring capability in Which a number of cameras are
deployed throughout an area to monitor vehicular traf?c.
Those skilled in the art Will understand that each of these

location to another.

[0035] All of the cameras are suf?ciently sensitive that they
can do automatic license plate reading (ALPR) for individual
events in a Wide variety of Weather conditions. This ALPR
feature alloWs constant monitoring of vehicle plates. When a
hit is made, the system automatically saves the event, and
alerts the o?icer, alloWing the of?cer to immediately vieW the
vehicle, plate identi?cation and cause of the alert. The system
automatically checks on a vehicle’s plates and their listed
oWner, the system Will access the state’s division of motor

vehicles (DMV) and the National Criminal Information Cen
ter (NCIC) databases as Well as other databases. This process
is constant and ongoing. The of?cer can also do random
checks on plates if desired.
[0036] A main advantage of the system is that it noW pro

vides police the ability to have a single of?cer vieW video
from all the cameras in real time, capture speci?c events and
process them from a central location Without undue time

constraints. This is particularly advantageous in states Where
physical police presence is not required When a violation
occurs in order to issue a citation or Warning; although cam
eras deployed as remote systems can be monitored at the

cameras can be moved from one location to another. An

scene to comply With certain state’s laWs for issuing citations

exemplary camera setup is as folloWs:
[0026] Camera #livehicle rear mounted and intended to

for speeding violations.

operate through the rear WindoW of the vehicle;
[0027] Camera #2ivehicle rear mounted and deployable
so to operate through the side WindoWs of the vehicle, or
deployed outside of the vehicle and used With a portable

system;
[0028]

Camera #3iremote cameras Which can be moni

tored individually or collectively (these can be mounted on

telephone poles, light poles, etc.);
[0029]

camera #4iforWard monitoring camera that pro

[0037] The system installed Within the command vehicle is
programmed to alloW the of?cer to revieW stored or captured
video of an event obtained from any of the cameras. As shoWn

in FIG. 7, the main vieWing screen is a 4-Way split screen With
each sector displaying real-time, live video from a separate
camera. When the of?cer decides to capture an event, he does

so by simply touching the appropriate screen sector. This
“touch-to-capture” feature saves a 20 second video ?le to the
computer’s hard drive. The system can store up to 20 seconds
of video from each camera in a temporary memory cache. The

20-second loop is constantly reneWing as the camera moni

vides forWard observation and also has multiple capabilities

tors live events. When an of?cer decides to capture an event,

such as described With respect to camera #2; and,

the current 20-second loop is noW saved for subsequent

[0030]

revieW, edit, and processing. When the camera is tumed-off,

Camera #Siportable (backpack) cameras Which

can be moved about the area under surveillance.

all of the information stored in the temporary memory is
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erased. For purposes of review, the RevieW/ Edit feature
shown in FIG. 8 allows the saved 20-second clip to be auto
matically replayed on the screen. The of?cer edits the clip by
touching the screen at the moment When the violation occurs.

This establishes a centerpoint about Which the computer edits
the clip from 20 seconds doWn to 12 seconds; there noW being
six seconds of video both before and after the event (i.e.,
center point). The screen noW also displays the options to be
used to complete the ticketing process With the of?cer select
ing the appropriate button for issuing a citation, Warning, or a
reminder notice.

[0038] The system is programmed to identify multiple
types of violations Within an event and incorporates a data
base of motor vehicle laWs for the state and locality Where the

standard citation. A third Warning Within the 1 2-month period
Would also automatically become a ?ne. It Will be understood
that each municipality or police department can establish its
oWn parameters. The process With respect to issuance of a
standard uniform citation is shoWn in FIG. 4, and that for an
administrative or Warning notice is shoWn in FIG. 5.

[0042] Use of the system and method of the invention noW
alloWs a single of?cer to process a large number of violations
Within the same period of time he Was previously able to

process only a single violation. He further has the capability
of issuing numerous citations or Warnings Without having the
amount of paperwork he previously had to deal With, using

sophisticated, though straightforWard data entry and process

system is used. As shoWn in FIG. 9, this LaW Library feature

ing. The police department, in turn, can monitor a larger area
With feWer of?cers than it previously needed, and the munici

is displayed on one sector of the screen When selected by the

pality may see increased revenue because more citations can

of?cer again using the touch screen feature. In processing the
event, the of?cer designates the violation from those listed in
the LaW Library printout, again using a touch screen feature.

be Written. Finally, once motorists become aWare of the
increased monitoring, and are exposed to the neW method of

Those skilled in the art Will understand that more than one

violation can be selected from the list of violations presented.
[0039] The program automatically enters the statute num

ber or ordnance, the proper legal language identifying the
violation, and the basic ?ne for that violation. If the violation
is such that the ?ne should be enhanced or increased; for
example, speeding in a school Zone, the system automatically
increases the ?ne to the appropriate amount. Driver’s license,
vehicle information, and any other pertinent information

noti?cation, they hopefully Will alter any of their unsafe driv
ing habits Which should result in feWer accidents and injuries.
[0043] In addition to the complete in-house processing and
mailing of citations, the system can provide on-line evidence
of a violation. This includes, for example, a 10-12 second
stored video clip of video of the violation, and is in addition to
the DMV and NCIC look up for the 50 states, collection

histories for previous violations and other archived records.
[0044] Since the system is a Wireless, portable camera sys
tem, in addition to traf?c monitoring, it also lends itself to

(e. g., identi?cation of of?cer preparing the citation) are ?lled

other, sometimes covert, police operations. For example, the

in automatically. When completed, the of?cer saves the infor
mation in the system for Wireless transmission to the police

system Will alloW tWo o?icers to operate as a team moving
through a community, one in the vehicle and one on foot, to

department’s tra?ic violations bureau and the municipality’s

create a large footprint Within the community. Remote cam
eras carried by the o?icers can then be used for security and
neighborhood crime Watch activities. The o?icers can then do

department Which processes citations. For this purpose, the
system has a Wireless capability. A citation is then automati
cally issued and sent to the vehicle oWner. The system can

on-site event revieW of an incident that occurs since they Will

further provide court scheduling for those violations requir

have a revieW and edit capability With the system. They also

ing more than the mailing in of a ?ne, and it can also generate

have complete mobility With the base command monitoring

tra?ic analysis reports.

station, Which can be used With a central command center.

[0040]

[0045] Additional advantages of the system include:
[0046] A signi?cant impact on safety, both tra?ic and

If appropriate, the of?cer can designate an event as

meriting the issuance of a Reminder, a Warning (no ?ne)
rather than a citation (a ?ne) and the program processes the

information accordingly. The Reminder and Warning notices
Will serve to focus on safety and education. The feature of the

method of the invention provides communities With the abil
ity to have a poWerful in?uence on motivational factors that

help determine safer driving behavior. With communication
being the key, a Reminder notice provides a neW and friend
lier method of intervention.
[0041]

The top half of a reminder notice appears as a stan

dard citation providing defendant, vehicle, violation and ?ne
information. But, the bottom half of the notice focuses on

instructive issues providing statistics, images and other
appropriate resources encouraging safer driving behavior. A
typical application of the system, as shoWn in FIG. 6, alloWs
o?icers to select the appropriate notice Without concern for
the number of notices an individual has received in the past.
For example, a police department can select a time frame in
Which an individual can receive a predetermined number of

neighborhood;
[0047] LoW (or no) cost to operate because of increased
revenues from the greater number of citations being

Written;
[0048] Greater, full-time police presence because feWer
of?cers are required for traf?c patrol and Writing cita

tions;
[0049] Effectively expands the police department bud
get;
[0050] Increased effectiveness of government grants
used for tra?ic control;
[0051]

overcomes objection to the use of unmanned

speed cameras, While still expanding their impact (for
example, in Illinois, the use of unmanned speed cameras
is denied to local governments and municipalities and
retained for the exclusive use of the state);
[0052]

can be included With other programs such as

school bus safety;
[0053] Use of Warnings for marginal violations that nor

notices. After that limit is reached, a Reminder or Warning
noW automatically becomes a ?ne. Or, the number and type of
notices can trigger a ?ne. For example, if a driver is alloWed
only tWo Reminders Within a 12-month time frame, a third

[0054] consolidates existing technologies and expands a
single tra?ic o?icer’s “footprint” in the community;

Reminder issued during that period automatically becomes a

[0055] Signi?cantly increases police o?icers’ ef?ciency

Warning, and any Reminder or Warning after that becomes a

mally go unchallenged can help change driving habits;

compared With that of other systems;
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[0056] canbe deployed in a myriad of Ways and is readily
adapted to the needs of the community Where it is used;
[0057] Where applicable, relieves a police dispatcher
from having to handle queries from o?icers for license

checks;
[0058] Signi?cantly reduce the amount of police paper
Work and data entry; and,
[0059] is easily set up and ready for deployment.
[0060] Although the above description is With respect to a
mobile, i.e., vehicle based command station, it Will be under

Having thus described the invention, What is claimed and
desired to be secured by Letters Patent is:
1. A method of mobile tra?ic photo enforcement compris
ing:
deploying a plurality of video cameras throughout an area,

each camera continuously obtaining video imagery of
vehicles moving throughout the area;
transmitting video imagery from each camera to a central

location for vieWing by a police of?cer, the of?cer vieW
ing displayed imagery from each camera to detect an
event including a possible tra?ic violation;

stood that a ?xed command station can also be employed. The
command station, Whether ?xed or mobile, manages all tra?ic
video and still camera operations. The stations can operate
together or independently of each other. The monitors
employed in a command station provide split screen vieWs
from the various cameras and the of?cer can toggle back and
forth betWeen cameras. As previously noted, the monitors

identifying a speci?c event such as a traf?c violation and
saving video of the event to a memory,
for each event accessing a computer database to retrieve

have a touch screen capability.

issuing a reminder notice, Warning notice or citation to the

[0061] The types of violations (events) Which can be cap
tured by the cameras and vieWed by an of?cer for issuing
citations or Warnings include, Without limitation:

[0062] a) speeding;
[0063]

b) no valid registration;

[0064] c) improper passing;
[0065] d) improper tra?ic lane usage;
[0066] e) passing on the shoulder;
[0067]

f) improper use of or failure to use a turn signal;

[0068]
[0069]
[0070]
[0071]

g) failure to reduce speed;
h) changing lanes Without a signal;
i) failure to obey a stop sign;
j) disregarding a tra?ic control device;

vehicle information based upon license plate indicia of
the vehicle involved in the event and displayed on the
video, and information as to the traf?c violation com

mitted by the person operating the vehicle; and,

person operating the vehicle, Whereby the police of?cer
can issue multiple reminder notices, Warning notices or
citations Without having to be physically present at each
location Where an event occurred thereby providing
more comprehensive enforcement of tra?ic laWs Within
the area using a minimum number of police of?cers.
2. The method of claim 1 in Which at least one camera is
stationary and at least one camera is mobile.
3. The method of claim 2 in Which the mobile camera is
installed on a police vehicle.

4. The method of claim 1 in Which the central location is a
vehicle continuously movable throughout the area.
5. The method of claim 1 in Which each camera presents

streaming video on a monitor for vieWing by the police of?cer
and each monitor has a touch screen capability for the of?cer

[0072] k) littering.

to identify a detected event by touching the appropriate moni

[0073] With respect to speeding violations, the of?cer pre
sets speed violation parameters, and When the threshold is

tor Where the event is displayed.
6. The method of claim 5 in Which simultaneously occur
ring events are simultaneously displayed on the monitors and

reached, an alert sounds so the of?cer can Witness the event.

Then, the of?cer touches the screen and trips it to the RevieW/
Edit feature previously discussed. For example, an of?cer

the police of?cer selects each event by touching each appro

could set the threshold to 6 mph above the posted limit; and,
upon revieW, Would determine Which type of notice should be

7. The method of claim 6 in Which the memory stores video
of a detected event from a monitor selected by the of?cer, the

sent to a driver based on the severity of the violation.
[0074] The screen of a portable or handheld monitor Will
also auto revert to the appropriate camera image When a

memory storing video from a predetermined time before the

parameter is breeched.
[0075] With respect to stop signs and tra?ic lights, the
system is programmed so that cameras monitoring these
detect When a vehicle’s speed reduces to Zero. This indicates

a “safe” stop. HoWever, if the vehicle speed does not go to
Zero, this indicates a violation and triggers event capture.

[0076]

Finally, it Will be appreciated by those skilled in the

art that current camera based systems for traf?c enforcement

often require special legislation for their use in an adminis

priate monitor.

event occurred to a predetermined time thereafter.

8. The method of claim 7 further including transmitting
video of an event to at least one other location for simulta

neous vieWing of the event at that location.
9. The method of claim 8 in Which the video can be pro
cessed and edited at each location to Which it is transmitted.

10. The method of claim 5 further including using multiple
sensors to further detect events and the location Where each
event occurred.

11. The method of claim 10 in Which the multiple sensors

include: radar, lasers, and ground position sensors (GPS).
12. The method of claim 10 further including and auto

trative ticketing process. This legislation, Which circumvents

matic license plate recognition (APLR) softWare for recog

traditional processes and penalties in order to accommodate
the service providers, also removes the police of?cer from
frontline enforcement of tra?ic statutes. The method and

niZing license plate indicia displayed on a monitor.

system of the p[resent invention do not require any special
legislation for their effective operation in detecting and tick
eting tra?ic laW violators.
In vieW of the above, it Will be seen that the several

station, a patrol vehicle, a motorcycle, and a portable back
pack Worn by a police of?cer.
14. The method of claim 1 further including transmitting
the video and other information related to the event, reminder

objects and advantages of the present disclosure have been
achieved and other advantageous results have been obtained.

notice, Warning notice or citation issued to a database used for
traf?c related offenses and used to provide information to a

[0077]

13. The method of claim 2 in Which video cameras are
installed in a mobile command vehicle, a base command
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police of?cer about the event if a subsequent event involving
the vehicle or its operator occurs.

offenses and the consequences of such offenses, as Well as
With neWer administrative ticketing processes.

15. The method of claim 14 further including transmitting

17. The method of claim 1 Which does not require special

the video and other information related to the event to a

legislation in order to be operated by appropriate laW enforce
ment personnel for issuing reminder notice, Warning notice or

database used for determining driver behavior patterns in an
area so to formulate strategies for modifying such behavior.
16. The method of claim 1 Which functions Within the

framework of existing traf?c statutes, and reporting of tra?ic

citation.

